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Details of Visit:

Author: easyrider07
Location 2: Baker Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 8 Jul 2008 1.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Park Lane Girls
Website: http://www.parklanegirls.com/gallery/london-escorts/chanel-brunette-european-
escort_260
Phone: 07003400400

The Premises:

Her place was well maintained in a good appartment block not far from Bakers street tube station.
Her place was immaculate as she has a cleaner than comes in on a regular basis to clean the flat.
The flat is quite large consisting of about three large rooms. The area in Baker street was safe and
the apartment block looks good from outside.

The Lady:

The pictures on the website are completely accurate but I would say she looks far better when you
meet her. Quite simply this woman has an absolutely amazing body which is slim, toned and with
firm breasts which are enhanced (but they are very well done). She says she does not work out but
she has one of the best bodies I have ever seen. I met a French-Tunisian girl about eight years ago
who is on a par with Chanel in terms of looks and body but she is amazing.  

The Story:

This is my last ever punt. Not because I did not have a good time but just because I feel I have
done this for fourteen years in London and this is enough for me as I am now in my early thirties. I
have seen many beautiful women in my time as I tend to go for the high end of the market to ensure
I have a good time. Sometimes this works and sometimes it does not work out so well. In this
respect Chanel was perhaps one of the best women I have met aside from a French-Tunisian
women I met with Luna Flares about eight years ago - I should have got her telephone number...
Anyway Chanel is a extremely beautiful women of East European extraction. She obviously takes
care of herself physically and if you treat her in the right way i.e. with respect then this will pay
dividends. Her demeanour is one of elegance and sophistication. However, if you do not treat her in
the right way one suspects that this would be a frosty. However, my encounter was the former
experience rather than the later. In terms of passion she has this in abundance and she is willing to
experiment sexually for the right client. Oral is covered but I prefer this for safety reasons (this might
not appeal to everyone though). I am quite athletic so we tried some difficult positions. She has the
stamina to keep going even for even the most ardent sexual athlete. Overall, I would heartly
recommend Chanel. She is intelligent, funny and beautiful and to coin an often used phrase a true
girlfriend experience. I guess in my fourteen years of punting I have been seeking physical
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perfection in women as well as someone to ease the strain of work and life. I came close with two
women and Chanel is one of them. Punting has cost me a fortune in monetary terms over the years
but when you experience someone like Chanel you forget - well at least for the time you are with
her. Anyway good luck to all you fellow punters out there - good luck punting and I hope you have a
good time with some fine women!
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